In type-II superconductors, the macroscopic response of a pinned vortex state to an external perturbation depends on the pinning landscape (pinscape). This opens a perspective to study microscopic pinning properties through bulk measurements. Whereas a phenomenological approach provides a qualitative link between the (Campbell) penetration depth λC of an ac field perturbation and an effective pinning curvature, it is unable to capture hysteresis effects observed, e.g., by thermal cycling in the clean superconductor NbSe2. Recently a microscopic relation between λC and the microscopic pinning force density has been derived within the framework of strong-pinning theory. We show that the Campbell response in NbSe2 is in good quantitative and qualitative agreement with this new result. Furthermore, we exploit the thermal hysteresis to extract microscopic pinning parameters from the bulk measurements. The deployment of this spectroscopic tool allows for further pinscape characterization.
I. INTRODUCTION
In type-II superconductors, magnetic field threads the material in form of lines, so-called vortices, with quantized magnetic flux Φ 0 = hc/2e. Whereas vortices arrange in a triangular Abrikosov lattice in an ideal superconductor, the presence of material impurities provides preferred locations for vortices and disturbs the lattice. Pinned by these material defects, vortices resist to motion upon applying a subcritical current j < j c and thereby allow for dissipation-free transport of electrical current. Material heterogeneity thus turns out to be an essential ingredient and its understanding crucially important for next-generation superconducting technology. However, describing a pinned vortex state and its macroscopic response to external perturbations based on the microscopic interactions with defects poses a complex problem. By considering a low density of small (yet strong) defects, the theory of strong vortex pinning 1, 2 provides a formalism to quantitatively study such responses. Specifically, it allows to derive quantitative expressions for e.g. the critical current 3 j c , the excess current characteristic [4] [5] [6] , and the (Campbell) penetration depth 7-9 λ C of small field-oscillations.
On the experimental side, a recent series of studies [10] [11] [12] [13] has addressed the problem of vortex pinning in the clean superconductor NbSe 2 . Joint small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and in-situ ac susceptibility measurements thereby allowed to simultaneously investigate vortex lattice structure and its response to ac magnetic perturbations. Various cooling and warming protocols have revealed a strong hysteresis in this material. In addition to measurements in the linear response, the setup has been operated at large ac field amplitudes to shake the vortex state, leading to a dynamic reorganization. At low temperatures, this shaking procedure cleans vortex lattice dislocations and produces a significant softening of the effective pinning. However, various cooling and warming protocols without any dyanmic assistance, have revealed a strong hysteresis in the linear response of this material, not correlated with a measurable change in the mean dislocation density. Whereas a qualitative interpretation of the experimental findings within a dislocation-based picture has been proposed 13 , it does not fully account for all experimental observations. It is well known that clean NbSe 2 single crystals have a very low density of structural defects; the in-plane distance between atomic defects is much larger than the superconducting coherence length and, for typical magnetic fields (∼ kOe), it is even larger than the intervortex distance 14 . The very scarce distribution of defects makes the system suitable to apply the strong-pinning approach originally formulated by Labusch 1 and Larkin and Ovchinnikov 2 , and recently developed into a quantitative formalism [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Here, we shall provide a new, quantitative interpretation of the recent NbSe 2 experiments, based on the strong-pinning formalism, where the hysteresis originates from different microscopic realizations of the pinned vortex state; realizations that can be tuned with temperature or by applying a strong shaking field.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In section II, we review the necessary ingredients to describe the response of the vortex state to an ac perturbation within the theory of strong vortex pinning. In section III the key experimental findings reported in Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] are revisited, summarized, and reinterpreted within this new approach.
In section IV we demonstrate on the example of NbSe 2 a novel approach to pinscape spectroscopy where microscopic parameters are extracted from a quantitative analysis of bulk measurements. arXiv:1807.10397v1 [cond-mat.supr-con] 26 Jul 2018 II. RESPONSE TO WEAK AND STRONG AC FIELDS WITHIN STRONG-PINNING THEORY Since we aim at describing ac susceptibility experiments in the framework of strong-pinning theory 1,2 , we shall first revisit its key ingredients. In this context the relevant regimes are (i) the non-dissipative and lowamplitude (Campbell 15, 16 ) regime and (ii) the non-linear large-amplitude (Bean 17 ) regime with dynamic reordering of the vortex state. Although the idea that the response of the vortex system depends on the amplitude of the perturbing ac field is not new 18 , we proceed with a discussion focussing on the Campbell and Bean regimes within the strong-pinning formalism.
A. Theory of strong vortex pinning
The theory of strong vortex pinning applies to superconductors with a low defect density n p , i.e., where each defect acts independently and the resulting pinning force density is directly proportional to n p . Within this framework, the bare pinning force f p (r) exerted by a point-like defect on a stiff vortex at a distance |r| turns into a multivalued force f pin (r) ≡ f p (r + u) once the vortex is free to bend. The microscopic displacement u of the vortex at the height of the defect satisfies the condition
i.e., a microscopic force balance equation between the pinning force f p (r + u) exerted on the vortex and the restoring forceCu acting on the deformed vortex. Here the effective vortex elasticityC = [ d 3 k/(2π) 3 G xx (k)] −1 involves 3 the elastic Green's function G αβ (k) of the vortex lattice. Equation (1) features multiple solutions u(r) when the Labusch parameter 1 κ ≡ max(f p )/C is larger than unity. The criterion κ > 1 defines the strong-pinning regime where vortices placed at distances |r| ∈ [x − , x + ] from the defect can realize one of two stable solutions: a pinned (u p ) and an unpinned (or free) one (u f ), see Fig. 1 . The boundaries x ± are defined by singularities in the derivative du(r)/dr → ∞. A random distribution of sparse defects implies that each vortex-to-pin separation r is realized with equal probability. In the strong-pinning regime, κ > 1, the ambiguity of populating the branches in the multivalued region is resolved by studying the preparation of the vortex state. In the following we consider a simple geometry, where vortices-directed along z-are driven along a fixed direction x. Then, the problem can be decomposed into a longitudinal part (along x) and a transverse direction (along y). The zero-field cooled (ZFC) state, a critical profile is established. Here, the vortex state features a very asymmetric longitudinal branch occupation (i.e. orthogonal to the critical current), where along x the pinned branch is occupied between −x − and x + . Along the transverse direction only vortices within its trapping radius r ⊥ ∼ x − get pinned; for simplicity, vortices within
Multivalued pinning force fpin(x) caused by an elastic flux-line interacting with a strong defect. The branch occupation (purple) depends on the state preparation and features discontinuities at ±xjp,±. These pinning length are limited by the extremal values x± marking a softening of the vortex deformation. The sum ∆fpin of the associated force jumps ∆f± enters the Campbell length though the microscopic expression of a potential curvature αsp.
this impact distance (|y| < r ⊥ ) are considered equivalent to the case y = 0.
In contrast, the field-cooled (FCC) state features no field gradient, and the absence of currents implies a vanishing net pinning force. As a result the branch occupation is rotationally symmetric around each defect. Within the simplifying decomposition in longitudinal and transverse components vortices satisfying |x| < x jp,0 and |y| < r ⊥ = x jp,0 get pinned (realize the pinned solution u p ). Here, x jp,0 denotes the position where the branch occupation changes abruptly from the pinned to the unpinned state. For a detailed discussion on the position x jp,0 and its temperature dependence, the reader is referred to Ref. [9] . Vortices further away will barely be affected by the defect and realize the unpinned solution. A general pinned vortex state can be described by two longitudinal positions −x jp,− < 0 and x jp,+ > 0-where the occupation changes from the unpinned to the pinned branch and back-and one transverse trapping radius r ⊥ , see Fig. 1 . For notational convenience we have chosen x jp,± to lie in the (positive) interval [x − , x + ]. The system's macroscopic response to an external perturbation depends on the microscopic realization of pinning states. For the particular case of the ac susceptibility, this dependence shall be discussed in the following sections.
B. Campbell regime -Linear response
For many years, the response of the vortex lattice to a weak perturbation by an ac magnetic field has been described by a phenomenological theory where, for small vortex displacements U in the neighborhood of their equilibrium positions, the pinning potential is modelled by an harmonic well αU 2 . This results in a linear restoring force F pin (U ) = −αU . Within this approach, it is straight forward to show 15, 16 , that the ac perturbation decays within the sample on the length λ C (ω) = [B 2 0 /4π(α − iηω)] 1/2 , with η the Bardeen-Stephen viscosity, and ω the drive frequency. This length reduces to the frequency-independent Campbell penetration depth
when ηω α. At the same time the oscillation frequency is assumed to be large in comparison with the timescale 19 of (thermal) creep τ c , i.e. ωτ c 1. From a microscopic treatment of the pinning problem within the strong-pinning formalism 3 , it is known that the overall restoring force on the vortex lattice results from proper averaging of pinning forces acting on individual vortices. Conceptually the same applies to the harmonic response of pinned vortices in the Campbell regime 7-9 , where a small displacement U on the vortex system results in a linear restoring force F pin (U ) = −α sp U , with
an (averaged) strong-pinning curvature 9 . This spring constant scales linearly with the density of defects n p , involves the (transverse) trapping radius r ⊥ and jumps in the (longitudinal) force profile denoted by ∆f pin . Here, a 0 = (Φ 0 /B) 1/2 is the inter-vortex distance, B is the field strength, and ∆f pin = ∆f + + ∆f − measures the sum of the force discontinuities in the multivalued force at ±x jp,± , see Fig. 1 .
Upon warming (or cooling) the system, the extremal distances x + and x − of the pinscape-determining the range where bistable solutions are allowed-evolve. As a result, a vortex initially lying within the interval [x − (T ), x + (T )] may fall outside the interval [x − (T + δT ), x + (T + δT )] and vice versa, thus switching its pinning state. To describe the evolution of the Campbell length along a thermal sweeps, it is therefore necessary to specify the behavior of the distances x jp,− , x jp,+ , and r ⊥ with temperature. This behavior regarding thermal evolution can be expressed as a set of formal rules, which we enumerate below. In the following, we simplify the notation using a single symbol, , to refer to any of the lengths associated with the distances between the defect and the force jump positions ( ∈ {x jp,− , x jp,+ , r ⊥ }).
a -If the length differs from both x + and x − , then, upon changing the temperature by a small amount δT (positive or negative), T → T +δT , remains unchanged:
As long as the system remains in case a, the Campbell response is fully reversible and no hysteresis is expected. b -Any length coinciding with x − , (T ) = x − (T ), evolves as
and, similarly, when (T ) coincides with x + (T ) we have
It is the asymmetric behavior of this case b that is central for the hysteretic behavior in the Campbell length. Indeed, when the length is forced by rule b to follow the evolution of x ± upon cooling, it will not do so upon warming (where, instead, the system will follow case a.) Figure 2 illustrates this hysteresis effect for a vortex a distance x away from the defect as the critical lengths x ± move past x upon changing the system's temperature.
C. Bean regime -Non-linear response
In a critical state the Lorentz force density F L = j c B/c (cgs) is counterbalanced by the maximal pinning force density provided by the pinscape. When shaking the vortex system with a large ac field at low frequencies, displacements much larger than the typical pinning length x + are imposed on the vortices and the local currents reach the critical value ±j c . As a consequence, a critical profile is established and the vortex density gradient is fixed to ∂ x B z = ∓(4π/c)j c . This critical state penetrates to a depth
that depends linearly on the amplitude of the ac field and hence the magnetic response is non-linear. As a function of the amplitude h ac of the ac field, the response crosses over from the linear Campbell regime (h ac j c λ C /c ) to the non-linear Bean regime 8 when h ac ∼ j c λ C /c.
Upon turning the shaking field off, the system gets locked in a final state which depends on the time-scale of disappearance of the ac field. Whereas different ramping velocities lead to different scenarios, see Appendix A, for most practical purposes (λ C B ), the final state is equivalent to critical state. This defines a new rule:
c -The application of a large-amplitude ac field at T sh modifies the jump positions according to 20
Note that this rule is independent of the vortex state prior to shaking: the large-amplitude field oscillations determine the final state, erasing the system's memory.
III. HISTORY EFFECTS IN NbSe2
Equipped with a formalism to describe the linear Campbell and non-linear Bean dynamics, we proceed with a comparison of the experiments on NbSe 2 and provide support for an interpretation within the microscopic picture of strong vortex pinning.
A. Experimental evidence
In this section we review the experimental setting used in Ref. [10] [11] [12] [13] and summarize the key findings. In these experiments, clean NbSe 2 single crystals with thickness around 0.2 mm and areas of several square millimeters, are exposed to static dc fields H in the order of 1-5 kOe along the crystallographic c-axis and then cooled below the superconducting transition temperature, T < T c ∼ 7.2 K, where the field condenses into a vortex state. Besides investigating different thermal histories of the fieldcooled vortex state, the system is shaken at specific temperatures T sh with a strong ac field of several Oe (parallel to H). The response of the different vortex configurations is then probed with a small oscillatory perturbation by applying a small ac field h ac < 10 mOe (also parallel to H). The frequency-independent in-phase component (real part) and the vanishing out-of-phase component (imaginary part) of the linear ac susceptibility χ − iχ certify that the system is probed in the non-dissipative Campbell regime 21 . As a consequence, the in-phase susceptibility χ can be directly related with the Campbell length (Eq. 2). In the limit λ R (with R the typical sample size), the approximation λ ∼ (1 + χ )R can be used.
Following various thermal cycling protocols, the ac susceptibility features strong hysteresis, see Fig. 3 . The ac response of vortices in a field-cooled state (FCC) provides the strongest diamagnetic response (black). Warming the system after field-cooling down to a minimum temperature T 0 , the ac susceptibility follows a field-cooled warming (FCW) curve that differs from the cooling curve (various colors). More specifically, the FCW susceptibility is larger that the FCC one and the difference grows with decreasing T 0 . For low enough T 0 , the warming curve shows a non-monotonic response at high temperature associated with the peak effect. On the other hand, cooling the system at zero external field (ZFC) and applying a magnetic field at the lowest temperature induces a critical state where vortices are subject to a critical current j c . When warming the ZFC state the response is markedly less diamagnetic than in any of the FCW cases and displays a stronger peak effect (dashed purple curve). As mentioned in the previous section, the application of a large ac field provides an alternative route to install a critical state. Experiments indeed suggest that the linear ac susceptibility curve measured after shaking the system with a strong ac field (several Oe) below the peak effect (T sh = 6.4 K, dashed magenta curve in Fig.  3 ) agrees with the ZFC curve (dashed purple). Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments allow to estimate the correlation length of the vortex lattice 22, 23 . Combined SANS and in-situ ac susceptibility measurements showed that the FCC configuration remains partially disordered down to low temperatures, displaying the shorter vortex lattice correlation length, possibly due to the presence of vortex lattice dislocations. On the other hand, after shaking, the system is driven into an ordered phase 12 , free of dislocations. The resulting structural order in the vortex state correlates well with the effective pinning 10-12 . However, as reported in Ref. [13] , the changes in the susceptibility due to thermal cycling did not result in measurable change of the vortex lattice correlation lengths, and hence poses an unresolved puzzle.
B. Ac response in NbSe2 revisited
We proceed with an ispection of the experimental results on NbSe 2 from the theoretical viewpoint introduced in section II. We shall see that the description of the linear Campbell and non-linear Bean dynamics within this framework provide ample support for an interpretation within the microscopic picture of strong vortex pinning.
First, the decreasing trend of the Campbell length upon cooling (below the peak-effect region), and the fact that λ C ,FCW > λ C ,FCC are indicative 9 of the realization of Eq. (6) rather than Eq. (5) when field-cooling the system, suggesting that x + shrinks with decreasing temperature. In this situation, both the effective pinning and the elastic lattice disorder are maximal. When identifying x + (T ) ≈ f p /C, the decrease in x + (T ) can be attributed to an elastic stiffnessC of the vortex lattice growing faster than the pinning force f p during cooling, a behavior consistent with an order-disorder transition upon warming. Second, the decreasing pinning length x + upon cooling naturally leads to a new microscopic arrangement of vortices on the warming curve. Indeed, the force jump on the warming curve occurs at ±x + (T 0 ), which generically increases the Campbell length upon warming. The FCW response depends on T 0 , and, as T 0 is lowered, it moves closer to the response obtained after shaking.
Furthermore, the application of a large shaking ac field at low temperatures has two important consequences: on the one hand, as revealed by SANS observations, there is a strong increase of the vortex lattice correlation length, that has been associated with a cleaning of dislocations. On the other hand after shaking the system, the vortex state is probed in a critical state. Therefore, the ac susceptibility follows a 'universal curve' upon warming. The response is expected to deviate (slightly) from that 'universal warming curve' when cooling. Hence, shaking causes the system to reach a history-independent state, that is indistinguishable from the Bean critical state.
In the strong-pinning framework, the presence of dislocations could be taken into account, e.g. by a renormalization of the effective elastic constantC. This effect could account for the difference between the FCW response from the lowest temperature and the response after shaking (or ZFC). If consistent, this picture should also capture additional results reported in Ref. [13] . Yet, this topic requires further investigations before drawing definite conclusions.
All these items support the interpretation of the experimental findings within the strong-pinning framework. Beyond this qualitative analysis, the hysteresis in Campbell response can be used to draw more quantitative conclusions and extract microscopic pinning parameters.
IV. PINSCAPE SPECTROSCOPY
In this section we illustrate how pinning parameters can be extracted explicitly from a systematic study of the thermal hysteresis of the Campbell length. Specifically, the hysteresis of FCC and FCW at the turning temperature T 0 allows to extract the logarithmic derivatives d ln(f p )/dT | T0 and d ln(x + )/dT | T0 , and hence gives direct access to the microscopic parameters f p and x + . Below, we apply this extraction procedure to experimental data shown Fig. 3 , and reported in Ref. [13] .
For simplicity, we assume that the pinned branch is almost linear f pin (x) ≈ (x/x + )f p [with f p the defect's maximal(pin-breaking) force] and the force contribution from the unpinned branch may be neglected. This assumption is strictly valid only under very strong-pinning conditions, i.e., κ
1, yet yields an estimate for the more general case. Under this assumption, the above force term ∆f pin takes the simple form ∆f pin ≈ [(x jp,+ + x jp,− )/x + ]f p . Combining this approximation with Eqs.
(2) and (3) we find
Let us discuss the situation of monotonically decreasing x + (T ) (upon cooling) within the scheme discussed in section II assuming the simplified form Eq. (8) for the Campbell length. On the cooling branch, we have
where Λ C has been introduced for notational simplicity. Upon warming from a minimum temperature T 0 , the jump position remains constant x jp,± (T ) = r ⊥ (T ) = x + (T 0 ) (case a), resulting in
Away from T 0 , above a certain temperature T 1 [defined through x − (T 1 ) = x + (T 0 )], the positions of the force jumps x jp,± (T ) = r ⊥ (T ) = x − (T ) will acquire a temperature dependence again (case b), leading to
The discussion in Sec. III B suggests that T 1 is within the peak effect region, where the interpretation of the data is more challenging. However, the behavior near T 0 is very informative. Indeed upon taking a logarithmic derivatives of Eqs. (9) and (10) we find
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T for the cooling (c) and warming (w) branch respectively. The inequality d ln(
is another indicator that x + (T ) increases with increasing temperature. The sum (difference) of the two terms (12) and (13) (12) and (13), the relative changes are extracted from the data, i.e. x + and f p are normalized to the value extracted at the lowest T 0 (here 5.44K).
Having gained detailed information about the pinscape parameters from the data in the vicinity of the turning temperatures T 0 , the linear ac susceptibility can be reconstructed away from these temperatures, see main panel of Fig. 4 , and agrees well with the experimental data.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that all the features observed by ac susceptibility measurements find a natural explanation within the Campbell response derived from strongpinning theory. Specifically, the hysteresis upon thermal cycling a field-cooled vortex state and the different responses of field cooled and zero-field cooled states originating from different occupations of the microscopic (multivalued) pinning force. Moreover, the application of a large-amplitude shaking field pushes the system out of its original state into a new, critically pinned state which is independent of the state prior to shaking.
The systematic analysis of the hysteresis in the fieldcooled cooling and field-cooled warming curves allowed us to deploy a spectroscopic technique, whereby microscopic pinning parameters are extracted from the macroscopic ac susceptibility data. This paves the way for further systematic characterization of pinning landscapes. 
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